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Date: Wednesday, 20 August 2003, 0700 

 

1. Welcome & Introductions: Meeting called to order at 0810 by Dan Hoolihan, Chair. Members and 

visitors introduced themselves. 

 

2. Sign in Sheet: Attendance sheet was passed around for signature. 

 

3. Review of Draft Agenda: Draft agenda was changed to add “8.2 TAC Handbook” to New Business.  

 

4. Announcements: Dan Hoolihan announced a desire for TC1 to sponsor a Special Session in Santa 

Clara, details to be discussed later in the meeting. 

 

5. Last Meeting’s Minutes: The committee was requested to respond with any changes to the previous 

years’ minutes. No changes were brought forward; David Southworth moved to accept the minutes “as 

is”; Kimball Williams seconded, and the motion passed with no objections. 

 

6. Action Items: 

- Action Item 2001-1 closed 

- Action Item 2001-2 deleted 

- Action Item 2001-3 closed 

 

Discussion: David Southworth indicated that a wealth of material related to Web Site activity within 

the EMCS is located on the EMCS WebMaster’s website 

 

NEW ACTION ITEM 2003-1 assigned to David Southworth: Send link for EMCS WebMaster’s 

website to TC1 Committee Membership. 

 

- Action Item 2001-4 closed 

 

Discussion: A question was raised as to whether the Policies & Procedures were applicable to all TCs. 

Kimball Williams indicated yes, they are applicable to all TCs. 

Barry Wallen asked when they were posted on TC1 website. 

Kwok Soohoo stated it was necessary to be sure and notify people of this type of information. 

Dan Hoolihan indicated he would make sure TAC knows the Policies & Procedures are posted on the 

TC1 website. 

Bob Scully asked if current Policies & Procedures were in the TAC Handbook? 

David Southworth replied yes, they are. 

 

NEW ACTION ITEM 2003-2 assigned to David Southworth to make sure the Policies & Procedures 

are included in the TAC Handbook. 

 

7. Old Business 

 

7.1. Kimball Williams indicated that no progress had been made by the EMC Management Tools 

Subcommittee, for various reasons. Kimball went on to say the tools had all been created 

sometime ago. 

 

Discussion: Dan Hoolihan asked they be made available. 



Kimball Williams indicated they should be on the website. 

Barry Wallen and Steve Cass both said they would look at the tools and provide comments back to 

the Committee. 

Bob Scully suggested the tools be packaged with TAC Handbook as an attachment or appendix. 

Dan Hoolihan said that was OK with him. 

 

NEW ACTION ITEM 2003-3 assigned to David Southworth and Bob Scully to package the EMC 

Management Tool into the TAC Handbook. 

 

7.2. Bob Scully reported no progress on this area because of personal and job related issues that 

interfered during previous year. 

7.3. Bob Scully reported no progress on this area because of personal and job related issues that 

interfered during previous year. 

7.4. Bob Scully reported no progress on this area because of personal and job related issues that 

interfered during previous year. 

 

Discussion: Dan Hoolihan asked if someone was working to coordinate videos; he alsoasked if 

the Committee thought TC1 should be doing this activity. 

Art Light asked if anyone on the Committee was interested in performing this task. 

Dan Hoolihan indicated there he believed there were a lot of videos available, many of which were 

not directly related to TC1 activities. 

David Southworth recalled Dick Ford had previously been trying to support a lending library 

activity, but had run into many logistics problems, and felt he (Dick) couldn’t do it anymore. 

David then asked if TC1 should maintain this activity as a budgeted activity? He also stated he 

believed some of the video material was copyrighted. Then he asked who would act as the 

librarian, and was that really appropriate for TC1? 

Dan Hoolihan suggested that CD/DVD format would be better, but funding would be needed in 

order to make the conversion. 

Barry Wallen asked why wouldn’t the Education & Student Activities Committee be a better 

match for custodial responsibilities? TC1 might direct the activities related to the use of the 

management video material, but not need to be in direct control of the materials themselves. 

Dan Hoolihan stated that whoever steps forward will get the responsibility. He also said Dick Ford 

had a lot of material. Dan said he personally has several in his garage, and that some material is 

older, and probably obsolete. 

Barry Wallen asked if material was copyrighted? 

 

NEW ACTION ITEM 2003-4 assigned to Dan Hoolihan to discuss videos, copyright issues with 

Ghery Pettit. 

 

Discussion: Kwok Soohoo suggested that MP3 format could be useful to conserve video 

materials. 

Dan Hoolihan indicated with 50 year anniversary coming up, could tie video clips into 5 year plan 

activities for preparations. He indicated he needed to find a chair for a task force to get a 

PowerPoint presentation assembled. He further stated a PowerPoint presentation could be 

integrated into the Distinguished Lecturer program. 

Kimball Williams suggested the MP3 format could be easily incorporated into such a presentation 

Bob Bashford asked if these preparations were a goal for Santa Clara. 

Dan Hoolihan indicated it was a goal for December 2004. He said there is a lot of material already 

collected – there was a 25 year anniversary special issue of EMC Transactions relating who the 

people were, what was going on, and so forth. HE said TC1 needs to cover years 26 thru 50. 

David Southworth indicated perhaps an MP3 conversion of 1, 2, or 3 of the best videos could be 

accomplished. These could then be posted on the EMCS Web Site. The remainder of the videos 

could then be given to Headquarters, who could be requested to convert the material over to a 

DVD format. 

Dan Hoolihan indicated that would still need funding. He asked how big a typical 30 minute video 

would be in MP3 format. 



Kwok Soohoo said a 1 minute file is very large. 

Dan Hoolihan said we still need a chair to pursue this activity. 

Art Light volunteered for the job. 

 

7.5. Dan Hoolihan said if no further comments, on to the 5 year plan. Note: The previous year’s plan 

was brought out for review and discussion. The plan was marked up in real time during the 

meeting, and is attached to this document as Appendix 1. 

 

Discussion: A poster recruiting session was held last year in Minneapolis by the Technical 

Activities Committee organization. The previous plan showed poster sessions scheduled for 04 

and 06. It was decided to make no change to this scheduling. 

A Technical Session is scheduled for every year. No change. 

A Special Session is scheduled for 04 and 06. No change. 

 

Dan Hoolihan then began describing his proposal for the Special Session in 04 

Wednesday afternoon preferred, Tues thru Thurs OK 

The Session would focus on the 25th anniversary of the release of the FCC computer rules. 

The Session would look at the impact of these rules on computer manufacturers, on test 

equipment, on regulatory agencies, on related regulations, on turnover of testing to commercial 

labs, and on laboratory accreditation. 

 

NEW ACTION ITEM 2003-5 assigned to Dan Hoolihan to talk to Clayton Paul RE: technical content 

for session. 

 

Dan Hoolihan then suggested the impact to the consumer could be discussed in the Session. 

Bob Bashford stated global changes could be examined. 

Barry Wallen asked what about the impact to standards organizations. 

Dan Hoolihan indicated he the focus over the years had swung from military to commercial then 

back again, so the standards organizations had not probably been only lightly impacted by the new 

rules. 

 

A Management Tools newsletter article was scheduled for 02 and 04, but no one thought an article 

had been written for 02. It was decided to reschedule the 02 article to 03, cancel the article for 04 

and schedule a Tutorial for 05. 

 

NEW ACTION ITEM 2003-6 assigned to Bob Scully to draft a newsletter article on Management 

Tools. 

 

A Management Education newsletter article was scheduled for 03. It was decided to reschedule 

the article for 04, with a Tutorial in 05 and another article in 06. 

Leadership Succession, and Leadership Training, tutorials were scheduled for 04 and 06. It was 

decided to reschedule these to 05 and 07.  

Kimball Williams said tutorial would describe our concept of the process of Leadership 

succession. 

Dan Hoolihan asked what do is meant by a tutorial? A talk? 

Art Light asked to what audience would a tutorial be directed? 

Dan Hoolihan replied a tutorial is generally provided to the society at large. 

Kimball added that new members were those who most needed information on this topic. 

Barry Wallen suggested the topic might be better suited to a poster session. 

Dan Hoolihan said the scheduled tutorials would be rescheduled to 05 and 07, and would be 

combined into a single event. 

Kimball Williams indicated he thought David Southworth and Andy Drozd were publishing 

articles on the revamping of the EMCS Web sites. 

David Southworth replied maybe. 

 

 



7.6. Dan Hoolihan indicated to the Committee at large that for Leadership Succession, it was important 

that TC1 follow the guidance as provided to the TAC. 

 

Discussion: Bob Scully stated the TAC had indicated the current guidance was to either go with a 

mandatory succession plan, with a term limilt of 2 years, or to go with a voting basis, with a 

maximum term of 3 years. 

Kimball Williams stressed that Committee consenus was critical in the process. 

 

The TC membership decided to revote the leadership individually. All positions were revoted to 

be retained by existing parties for a maximum of 3 years. 

 

To whit, the following individuals were revoted for retention for a maximum of 3 years: 

Dan Hoolihan, Chair 

David Southworth, Vice-Chair 

Bob Scully, Secretary 
 

 

8. New Business 

 

8.1. Symposium 2004. 

 

8.1.1. EMC Management Technical Session – discussed previously; Dan Hoolihan to speak with 

Clayton Paul regarding content. 

8.1.2. EMC Management Workshop – postponed indefinitely. 

8.1.3. EMC Management Tutorial – rescheduled to 05; Succession and Training to be combined 

into single event. 

 

Deviation from Agenda here: David Southworth  asked if the TC could revisit the subject of Leadership 

Succession? David indicated his understanding was the normal progression would be something like 2 to 

3 years as Secretary, 2 to 3 years as Vice Chair, and then 2 to 3 years as Chair. David asked Steve Cass 

and David Staggs if either of them might be interested in running for Secretary next year. 

Steve Cass and David Staggs both said maybe. 

David Southworth continued that Bill Strauss (TAC Chair) had recommended a 2 year mandatory cycle 

be followed as a matter of course unless someone had “real passion” for his/her position, and everyone in 

the Committee was OK with that person’s retention in the position. David said he thought that meant 

either stay with a 2 year auto-cycle as standard, or else vote every 3 years or less. 

 

A brief open discussion on this topic ensued here. 

 

8.2. Monday TAC Meeting Briefing (as requested of David Southworth by Dan Hoolihan). 

 

Discussion: David Southworth indicated after the TAC meeting on Monday evening, he was 

confused on processes, that it was not clear as to who to pass information to, what exactly the 

NARTE process was, what the technical paper review process was. He indicated he felt that new 

folks are very uncertain about these things. David then said he wanted to see if these processes 

were clear in the TAC Handbook. David then said he had undertaken to add some new flowcharts 

to help elaborate on these processes for the TAC Handbook update. 

Dan Hoolihan asked if the Technical Paper review process was discussed at the TAC Meeting. 

David Southworth indicated yes, and that with other Synmposia supported technically that implied 

we also had to support paper review for those activities as well. 

Dan Hoolihan said the correct term was Technical Cooperation. Dan added that TC1 normally 

receives approximately 15 papers. The process he follows is that he asks for volunteers, sends the 

respondents the papers, receives their comments, and ultimately returns them to the symposium 

committee. 

Bob Scully indicated it was important that the proper chain of command be followed in the 

process. 



Barry Wallen indicated there was a missing link, that there was nothing to force the local 

symposium committee to use the TCs. 

Dan Hoolihan said the local symposium committees should coordinate with the TAC. 

Barry Wallen said that had to be negotiated ahead of time. 

David Southworth said the TAC Chair was very frustrated about lack of communication. 

Dan Hoolihan asked what about NARTE question review process. 

David Southworth indicated TAC Chair was very frustrated over that as well. 

Art Light said he was not surprised, that he generally saw about 10% reply rate in other activities 

where some response was solicited. 

David Southworth reitrerated the TAC Chair was most interested in fixing communication 

problems, streamlining Web sites (e.g., getting accurate TC information posted, shrinking the 

number of pages). 

Bob Scully indicated the TAC Chair wanted at least a minimum set of pages, but that additional 

information was OK. 

 

 

8.3. Dan Hoolihan asked if there was any other new business, not reflected on the agenda. 

 

Discussion: Barry Wallen asked if TC1 was the developer of Policies & Procedures for the other 

Technical Committees. Barry indicated his specific issue was the selection process for Best Paper. 

He also said he felt the TCs should probably be recommending the Best Paper, and that this 

request was not communicated well for the 2003 Symposium. 

Dan Hoolihan said yes, this should be done, that it should be a column in the standard evaluation 

spreadsheet. (Note: Secretary has confirmed [24 Aug 2003] the 2003 Review Form did not have 

this column for reviewers to fill in.) 

Barry Wallen said he thought each Technical Committee should make their recommendations, 

then the symposiuim committee should form a subcommittee to review full papers before a final 

choice was made. 

Dan Hoolihan said this was done in Minneapolis. 

Barry Wallen said we need a general process. 

Art Light said there was little correlation between the abstracts and the full papers submitted at a 

later date. 

Barry Wallen indicated that Zurich had gone to full paper submittal, with a 2 year lead time. 

Art Light said recommending a Best Paper was problematic based on abstract. 

Barry Wallen said a process needs to be implemented that doesn’t impact schedule. 

Dan Hoolihan replied the Minnesota Symposium Committee had borrowed from Roma to 

highlight the Best Paper candidates. 

 

NEW ACTION ITEM 2003-7 assigned to Dan Hoolihan for TC1 to examine/recommend a Best 

Paper process. 

 

Kimball Williams said Istanbul had a full paper review. 

Bob Scully asked why paper review process had to be so short. 

Barry Wallen indicated this was because there was a lot of local committee activity at the first of 

the year dependent on getting review input. 

Dan Hoolihan said one reason for this was that currently we had to allow time for the authors to 

write the paper after the review process. 

Barry Wallen then said what about a draft paper review? 

Dan Hoolihan said it was no longer a print house problem. 

Barry Wallen said he would look at timeline for paper review. 

Kimball Williams said he had heard one reason against full paper review was academic fear of 

paper theft. 

Dan Hoolihan said he had seen that happen. 

Kimball Williams said if the EMCS goes full paper, then abstracts could not be recommended for 

Best Paper. 



Dan Hoolihan said he thought there was software that could be used to check for duplicate names, 

topics, and so forth. 

Barry Wallen said he wasn’t aware of that. Barry then asked if there were criteria for paper 

selection. 

Art Light said yes. He also said that one of the criteria is that the paper be substantially complete, 

and that an abstract indicating the paper would be written if accepted appears to violate this 

criteria. 

Jeff Whitmore and Art Light both agreed it was really hard to judge from an abstract only. 

Kimball Williams said the abstract comes along anyway. 

Art Light replied he often skipped the abstract if the paper was available, and that he might go 

back and read the abstract after reading the paper, just to get a more complete picture of the 

content. 

 

9. Review Meeting Action Items 

 

- 2003-1 assigned to David Southworth: Send link for EMCS WebMaster’s website to TC1 

Committee Membership. 

- 2003-2 assigned to David Southworth to make sure the Policies & Procedures are included in 

the TAC Handbook. 

- 2003-3 assigned to David Southworth and Bob Scully to package the EMC Management Tool 

into the TAC Handbook. 

- 2003-4 assigned to Dan Hoolihan to discuss videos, copyright issues with Ghery Pettit. 

- 2003-5 assigned to Dan Hoolihan to talk to Clayton Paul RE: technical content for session. 

- 2003-6 assigned to Bob Scully to draft a newsletter article on Management Tools. 

- 2003-7 assigned to Dan Hoolihan for TC1 to examine/recommend a Best Paper process. 

 

10. Dan Hoolihan asked for a motion to adjourn. 

 

Kimball Williams so moved. 

David Southworth seconded. 

Dan Hoolihan adjourned the meeting at 0840. 



Officer Review After Meeting: 

 

NEW ACTION ITEM 2003-8 assigned to Bob Scully to email to TAC and all TC officers thatTC1 

has posted minutes, etc. 

 

NEW ACTION ITEM 2003-9 assigned to Bob Scully to verify roster and strongly recommend 

members to obtain IEEE email alias. 

 

Minutes submitted by: Bob Scully, Secretary, TC1 (bob.scully@ieee.org) 
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Appendix 1 TC1 5 Year Plan 
 

 

Activity 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

Poster Recruit Session ** C ** C **

Special Topic Session ** C ** C **

Technical Topic Session C C C C C

Management Tools N ** T ** **

Management Education ** N T N **

Leadership Succession ** ** T ** T

Leadership Training ** ** T ** T

TAC Handbook U U U U U

Symbol Key Notes
C = chair session 1) To ensure success, spread the word to all EMCS members
N = newsletter article 2) TC secretaries note: Sites must be active to be effective
T = sponsor tutorial 3) TAC Handbook updated minimum annually
U = update
W = sponsor workshop Updated: 22 Aug 2003

IEEE EMCS TC 1 EMC Management 5 Year Plan


